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N NOVEMBER 1998, Senator Bob Smith of
New Hampshire wrote, “If the Air Force cannot or will not embrace space power . . . , we in
Congress will have to establish an entirely new service.”1 Because of Smith’s and others’ efforts, Congress tasked President Bill Clinton’s administration
to assess and report on the management and organization of U.S. national security efforts related to
space. In its 11 January 2001 report, the Commission to Assess United States National Security
Space Management and Organization concluded that
the disadvantages of creating a separate Space
Force outweighed the advantages and that establishing a Space Corps under the aegis of the Air
Force was not the best course of action.2
Space is that vast expanse beyond the atmosphere
where the laws of astrodynamics rule the motion of
objects.3 In its doctrine, the Air Force defines space
power as the capability to exploit space forces to
support and achieve national security objectives.4
Examples of space power include a satellite detecting a ballistic missile launch or equipment that transmits military communications. Air power, on the other
hand, has a more military definition. The Air Force
defines air power as the application of airborne systems to project military power.5 I consider space
power here to be the application of space systems
to project military power, and the terms space weapons and space-based weapons are synonymous.
One assertion that advocates make for a separate Space Force is that space operations are fundamentally different from air operations, just as air
operations are fundamentally different from land and
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sea operations. Therefore, the application of force
in space would be significantly different from its application in the air. Waging war in space would require a separate military entity to organize, train, and
equip its forces, just as waging war in the air requires a separate air force.
Both air and space systems provide elevation
above the surface of the earth. Both lack natural
barriers and allow three-dimensional motion within
their expanses.6 They are also similar in that military forces can gain advantages by controlling and
exploiting these domains.
Important differences exist, however. Different
physical laws govern air and space. The laws of
aerodynamics govern the medium of air, and the laws
of astrodynamics govern space. While both media
allow forces to pass through them, physical laws alter
how they do so. Air forces must take off and return to bases on the earth’s surface; space forces
would be able to maintain their flight paths almost
indefinitely without expending energy.7
Another difference between air and space is access to and from them.8 While flight through the air
is routine and affordable, space flight is expensive
and technically challenging, although this might
change in the future.
The effects of national sovereignty provide a third
difference between air and space. Airspace above
a state is that state’s sovereign domain. Space,
however, is not under any state’s sovereignty.
Space is more like international waters. Vehicles travelling in space thus operate in an environment that
allows overflight of any point on the globe without
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political and legal regulation.9
The Air Force needs an
institution where space operaDifferences in air and space
tors can debate space power
environments require different
theory and doctrine.16 Instead
air and space forces. Because
of air forces’ range and speed,
of establishing such an instituairmen have a theaterwide
tion, the Air Force has taken
perspective.10 In combat, the
traditional air power terms and
applied them to space: “air suair operations center (AOC)
periority” led to “space supericontrols and organizes air forority”; “counter air” led to
ces at the theater-level. In
“counter space”; and “airlift”
contrast, space forces provide
led to “spacelift.”17 No space
a global capability, and the effective employment of forces
power theory and doctrine exin space requires a global perists separate and distinct from
spective.11
air power theory and doctrine.
Space power doctrine should
Air forces are highly maneunot be based on air power docverable. They can choose the
trine anymore than air power
time and place of attack, the
doctrine should be based on
route of attack, and the direcland power doctrine. Space
tion from which to attack. By
power advocates argue that
contrast, space forces must exonly an independent space
pend energy to maneuver, canforce can develop suitable
not make large changes in their
space power theory and docpredictable flight paths, and
trine.
carry limited fuel for maneuverU.S. space power will never
ing. The differences are so subfully develop as long as it must
stantial that it logically follows
compete for funding and instithat space forces should be a
tutional support inside an Air
separate component of military
Force dominated by airmen.
forces, just as air, land, and sea
The Air Force voiced little procomponents are.
test when Congress cut the
War in space is inevitable.
Team Vandenberg, made up
joint space-based radar demThe technological and financial
of the 30th Space Wing, Air
onstration and delayed the
constraints that limit man’s abilForce Space and Missile
System Center, and other
Space-Based Infrared Sysity to place weapons in space
organizations, launches an
tem.18 However, when Conare only temporary.12 The full
AF Research Laboratory
multimission,
small,
satellite
development and exploitation of
gress challenged the F-22 proat Vandenberg Air Force
space will take time. Because
gram, the Air Force mounted a
Base, California.
men will eventually find ways to
full-scale public affairs offenfight in space, a vigorous space
sive against the challenge.
warfare capability is necessary to protect U.S. naWhen it must make tough choices, the Air Force is
tional interests.13 Space power can only reach its
more likely to advocate funding for aircraft than for
space systems. A separate Space Force would alfull potential through an independent space force,
low space power to compete for funding on a level
free from control by land, sea, and air commandplaying field.19
ers, led by space commanders possessing special14
ized expertise.
The land, sea, and air services are using space
to support their combat operations but not actively
The Air Force has not adequately developed
developing theory, doctrine, or methods for space
space power theory and doctrine to drive a military
warfare. But if space warfare is inevitable, the
effort in space. In the 1920s and 1930s, the Air Corps
United States needs a separate Space Force.
Tactical School developed the doctrine of high-altiStill, the opposing viewpoints on a separate Space
tude daylight precision bombing, which led to the docForce warrant serious consideration. Some argue
trine of strategic bombardment and ultimately to the
that the U.S. military mission in space has not
development of heavy bombers.15
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evolved sufficiently to warrant a separate military
service for space operations. Congress established
the Air Force as an independent force only after air
power had achieved combat-tested technology,
doctrine, and leadership.20 The Commission to
Assess U.S. National Security Space Management
and Organization concluded, “There is not yet a critical mass of qualified personnel, budget, requirements,
or missions sufficient to establish a new department.”21 Military space operations planning is still in
its infancy. While making important contributions to
land, sea, and air forces, military space capabilities
are not an independent warfighting capability like air
power was when the Air Force became an independent service.22
Currently no space weapons exist, and no nation
appears to have the capability to field space-based
weapons in the near future. Given the rudimentary
weaponry used on aircraft in World War I, space
power technology is roughly equivalent to pre-World
War I air power technology. No air power theorists,
not even Italian air power theorist Giulio Douhet or
air power crusader Brigadier General Billy Mitchell,
recommended an independent air force before World
War I. Space power technology has not reached a
level of warfighting potential that justifies an independent military service.
Other arguments against a separate Space Force
focus on space-based weapons. Those who oppose
a separate Space Force link the Space Force concept to the advent of space-based weapons. The
rationale is that a separate Space Force can only
be justified when space weapons exist. Without
space-based weapons, no compelling need exists for
a sep-arate space force. In this situation, space-based
assets support land, sea, and air forces fighting a war.
The space assets do not project force in space, in
the air, or on the battlefield. So, if a space force is
created, space weapons will have to already exist
or be created as a logical outgrowth of the space
force.
But developing space weapons would lead to an
expensive arms race in space.23 Few countries in
the world have the money to conduct a space arms
race with America, although this will not be the case
forever. History shows that each time a nation develops a new technology to enhance its security, others develop a similar technology to counter it. Gunpowder, the rifled musket, the tank, aircraft, and
nuclear weapons are cases in point. The United
States could weaponize space and gain a temporary
advantage, but eventually other nations will develop
their own space weapons in response. The end re52

sult will be that the United States will find itself less
secure than it is today.
If the United States has weapons in space and
no one else does, the United States might be more
secure, but for how long? When the United States
built nuclear weapons, and no one else had any for
a time, the United States was more secure, but when
the Soviets and Chinese developed their own nuclear
weapons during the Cold War, the United States became less secure. The threat of nuclear weapons
in the hands of terrorists makes the United States
even less secure today than it was during the Cold
War. The arms control argument states that everyone would be better off if nuclear weapons had
never been invented and concludes that the human
race would be better off if space weapons are never
developed.
Other nations will eventually develop space weapons, and the United States will have to respond with
weapons of its own. As a responsible nation and
leader of nations, should the United States initiate a
space arms race? The United States is in the peculiar position of having the most to lose by a space
arms race, depending, as it does, on space-based
assets for military and civilian use more than any
other nation. The United States has the least to gain
and the most to lose.
Another argument against developing spacebased weapons is that doing so crosses a significant
threshold. Some in the international community consider space a peaceful commons—“an area for use
by the community as a whole.”24 As such, space is
an expanse available to all nations without restriction. Weaponizing space changes it from a refuge
of peace, free from the violent tendencies of man
on earth, to just another battlefield. Humanity should
not cross this threshold without due consideration.
In the future, other countries might weaponize
space, and the United States will have to do the same
to protect its national interests, but no compelling reason now exists for the United States to be the first
to weaponize space or to actively seek space-based
weapons. Moreover, significant political risks exist
for the government that is the first to do so. World
opinion is not likely to support deploying weapons in
the currently “peaceful” environment of space.
Another argument against weapons in space
is the fact that for a fraction of the cost, land, sea,
and air forces can accomplish any force application
mission that a space-based weapons system can
accomplish. Current launch costs for placing
items in orbit are over $10,000 per pound, and once
a weapon is in orbit, it is vulnerable to less exJuly - August 2004
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pensive, asymmetric forms of attack—for example,
space mines.25
Space mines are kinetic energy weapons positioned in orbit so that they closely trail targeted satellites. A space mine’s close proximity to its target
allows the mine to destroy the target without warning within a matter of seconds. Space mines are
technically simpler and less expensive than other
space-based weapons, particularly those that seek
to cause effects in the air or on land or sea. A simple
space mine can inexpensively and easily defeat any
sophisticated space-based weapon. If the United
States chooses to forego advanced space-based
weapons and develops only simple space mines to
attack adversary satellites, it would invite an arms
race and risk having the same weapons deployed
against its satellites. Whether it deploys advanced
weapons or mines, because of U.S. reliance on
space-based assets for commercial and military purposes, U.S. interests in space would be less secure.
Weaponizing space is a warlike action that would
damage U.S. standing within the world community, cause an expensive arms race, and ultimately
lead to the United States having less security than
it has now. If space-based weapons should not
be developed, there is no need for space power
in a military sense, and without space power, there
is no need for a separate Space Force.
How do we reconcile these opposing viewpoints?

Proponents of a Space Force claim the Air Force
has denied space personnel the necessary promotions, budget, and autonomy to develop suitable leadership, technology, and doctrine. The Secretary of
Defense has designated the Air Force the executive agent for space within the Department of Defense (DOD). In addition, the Air Force Space Command is now becoming “the center for developing
a space cadre and advocating education and training programs for space professionals.”26 Space does
not have a separate budget, fenced off from the rest
of the Air Force budget, but the Air Force knows
that space advocates in DOD and Congress are
watching their stewardship of space closely.27
Will space forces remain in support of air, land,
and sea forces, or will they become a new armed
force on a new battlefield? Opponents of a Space
Force claim no combat space mission justifies
a separate force. They are correct now, but that
might change in the future. The United States must
develop adequate leadership, personnel, and doctrine to create a solid foundation for a possible
future Space Force and research and develop
new technologies to enable it to respond quickly
to threats in space. Once a threat appears on
the horizon, a force projection mission will be
necessary. Space power will then rise from theory
to practice, and there will be a compelling reason
for a separate Space Force. MR
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